Turbulent times in Italian general practice

I have to stress the point that the Italian government is trying to combine general practice and emergency service and out-of-hours services into single primary care units that provide 24-hour cover.

From outside Italy, it could be read as the way forward for primary care groups or primary care trusts, because we see in the UK that GPs work in partnerships in the NHS.

In Italy it will be totally different because single primary care units are not financially and contractually going to be trusts, but that every GP would remain in a quasi-subordinated profile with the local health service as the local decision makers for their future professional contract. GPs’ careers would depend upon local health service strategies and expenses profiles.

GPs provide 24-hour cover and this is thought to be good for all patients and for quality of care, despite a lack of evidence and experimental research.

Take in mind this: when the new contract in the UK abolishes out-of-hours care...here we see, after 25 years of emergency services, that GPs, some approaching retirement age, are asked to work nights and weekends...or are pushed to ask for early retirement...if pensions will be still paid to physicians...

Also, this big change proposed may force GPs to close their solo practices after years of work spent managing them.

Again, there are no plans (apparently...or an underground network of interests could be in gestation) to consider structured places where to put these groups of doctors who are really pushed (obliged for survival) to work together and to change their style of work and life in such a strong and quick way.

This ‘investment’ in changes is being made in a national context without an apparent new contract for years, with an economic downturn and increasing burn-out, as indicated in the international research (only Hungary and Bulgaria got worse results in this, according to a presentation by Petrazzuoli et al at the WONCA European Congress in Amsterdam in June 2004). An increasing number of GPs are looking at the UK’s NHS International Recruitment going around Italy and collecting GPs who are free to leave the country.

Substantially, this change is going to be imposed without total consultation of GPs. This lack of consultation is taking place despite a national economic recession and without any real financing of the public primary care setting unlike other countries such as the UK, because the political powers don’t believe in a real professional relevance and leadership for general practice. In Italy not one research department of general practice exists.

The new kind of general practice created by the forthcoming changes (anonymous and without continuity care for patients) would be a local sub-product of hospitals. Devolution of local trusts with different speeds and different contractual powers is the way to kill (slowly but inexorably) GPs as free contractors and advocates for their patients, along with the public health system.
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Table mountains

Am I alone in thinking that the tables accompanying the original research articles in the August journal (Vol 55, issue 517) were heavy going? Particularly when trying to illustrate symptom prevalence changes over time (page 599), I would very much like a pretty picture rather than a table (albeit a cheery yellow). What is the BJGP’s policy on the use of illustrations and graphics? Or have I just revealed myself to be a lightweight and rather uncritical reader?
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Editor’s Comment

The BJGP tries to make the data as simple and comprehensible as possible, while still having enough for readers to judge the reliability of the results and interpretation being claimed by the authors. When the dataset is large we do sometimes publish the full table in the electronic journal, and a simpler version (or none at all) in the hardcopy version. This paper did rely on large tables, but it was impossible to truncate them or confine them to the electronic journal, given the nature of the study. We can, perhaps, take some comfort that this is the first time in several years that this criticism has been made. We have every confidence in Dr Harrell’s intellectual capacities as a reader.
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